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Blood, Sweat & Tears - Nuclear Blues (1980)

  

  
01. Agitato (B.Cassidy) - 5:51
02. Nuclear Blues (D.Clayton/Thomas) - 4:23
03. Manic Depression (J.Hendrix) - 4:17
04. I'll Drown In My Own Tears (H.Glover) - 7:21
05. Fantasy Stage (D.Clayton/Thomas/R.Piltch) - 5:41
06. Suite: Spanish Wine - 15:10 including:
a). Introduction: La Cantina (R.Piltch) - 2:15
b). Theme: Spanish Wine (B.Cassidy) - 1:02
c). Latin Fire (B.Cassidy/B.Economou/D.Piltch/R.Martinez/V.Dorge/E.Seymour) - 2:22
d). The Challenge (B.Cassidy/B.Economou/D.Piltch/R.Martinez/V.Dorge/E.Seymour) - 2:15
e). The Duel (B.Cassidy/B.Economou/D.Piltch/R.Martinez/V.Dorge/E.Seymour) - 2:20
f). Amor (B.Cassidy/B.Economou/D.Piltch/R.Martinez/V.Dorge/E.Seymour) - 3:16
g). Reprise: Spanish Wine (B.Cassidy) - 1:42

Personnel:
- David Clayton-Thomas - vocals
- Bruce Cassidy - trumpet, flugelhorn, Steiner Electric trumpet
- Bobby Economou - drums
- David Piltch - bass
- Robert Piltch - electric and classical guitar
- Earl Seymour - baritone and tenor sax, flute
- Vern Dorge - alto and soprano sax, flute
  

 

  

Recorded with totally different musicians, "Nuclear Blues" is the final studio album that bears
the name of the band. Led by singer Clayton-Thomas, this is a worthy swan song of the famous
brass-rock band. It is very much in the jazz-rock style with firm funk rhythms, so that way it
deviates from the earlier albums. I personally like this album better than the previous "Brand
New Day" because it contains more jazz improvisations, good brass sections and excellent
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bass solo parts by D. Piltch. The only throwaway is a slow blues "I'll Drown In My Own Tears"
which is a rather boring track despite soulful and convinced vocal by Thomas. "Suite: Spanish
Wine" is a 15-minutes pure jazz improvisation with Spanish-like melodies and it is generally
successful, even if somewhat too extended. In "Fantasy Stage" the author is mistakenly singing
about "habla espanyol" while the story takes places in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (!) Maybe he forgot
to consult the tourist guide...

  

Overall, this is a fine last album by BLOOD, SWEAT & TEARS and can be recommended to the
jazz-rock and jazz listeners in the first place. ---Seyo, rogarchives.com
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